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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2011148353A1] A protective garment with an airbag extraordinarily capable of keeping the correct position of the airbag during use,
comprises an outer part (2) opposite the user of the garment, an inner part (3) or lining of the garment facing the user, said outer part (2) of the
garment and said inner part (3) of the garment defining a gap (4) between them; said garment (1) further comprises an airbag device (5) arranged
housed in said gap (5); said garment (1) comprises a bust portion (6), a neck portion (7) and sleeves (8) connected to said bust portion (6), wherein
said gap (4) is closed where the sleeves (8) are connected to the bust portion (6), forming a closure of the gap in the shoulder armhole or closure
of the shoulder armhole (9), capable of containing lateral movements of said airbag device (5) from a deflated or deactivated state to an inflated or
activated state so as to keep it as close as possible to the user's neck; said gap (4) of the garment being in communication with a neck gap (10)
where the neck portion (7) of the garment connects to the bust portion (6) of the · garment, leaving the airbag device (5) to inflate in the neck gap
(10) of the neck portion (7) of the garment.
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